
Why There Is Delay In Marriage Know The 
Reason & Solution

Marriage is a subject that encompasses several concerns from delay in marriage 
to a troubled marriage to divorce and what not. Being one of the most important 
milestones of everyone’s life, these concerns are genuine and obvious to have in 
people. If you are also struggling with concerns related to marriage or what to 
know delay in marriage of yours or anyone in your family, then know the 
reasons and solutions from your Kundali’s perspective.
As planetary effects are widely-accepted in marriage, you can expect a concrete 
answer related to marriage if you choose an astrological consultation for 
delay marriage from a reputed astrologer. Let’s read more about this topic right 
in this article.
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Why Is There a Delay in Marriage?

Delays in tying the knot can be a big concern for many individuals who are at marriage age. These marriage delays 
may stem from multiple astrological factors and planetary alignments within your Kundali. When the auspicious Yogas 
which are related to marriage are afflicted by malefic influences of malefic planets, it often results with prolonged 
periods of waiting or obstacles on the path to getting married.
Moreover, many astrologers have acknowledged one common astrological indication for delays in marriage is the 
presence of no marriage yoga in Kundali. Yes, this is one dotted Yoga in Kundali indicating for no marriage of the 
native in life.
By considering marriage astrology from a qualified astrologer, you can get your Kundali explored on this subject and 
find out if there is any such Yoga available to implement an astrological remedy timely.
However, the no marriage yoga or any other marriage related Yogas can manifest in different forms like the absence 
of benefic planets in main horoscope houses related to marriage or the influence of malefic planets on significant 
marriage-related placements. Additionally, unfavourable positions of the seventh house of horoscope which governs 
marriage and partnerships and relationships can contribute to delays or challenges in finding a suitable life partner.
To address these marriage delays as indicated by your Kundali or Birth Chart, you can explore various astrological 
remedies and solutions which are aimed at appeasing planetary energies and removing all negative influences.
Consulting with an experienced astrologer specialising in marriage astrology can provide valuable insights into the 
specific planetary configurations which are said to be contributing to the delay in marriage and offer personalised 
remedies based on your specific Kundali or birth chart.
In addition, we also suggest following daily horoscopes as it can also provide guidance and insights into favourable 
periods for initiating marriage-related endeavours and address obstacles on the path to marriage.
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Which Graha is Responsible for Delay in Marriage?

According to Vedic astrology, there are several planets or Grahas which can contribute to 
delays in marriage, however, it depends on their placements and influences within the 
birth chart. In all Grahas influencing marriage delay, Saturn (Shani) Graha is often 
considered as a highly responsible Graha for delay in marriage.
Though Saturn is known as the planet of discipline, responsibility, and karmic lessons, its 
influence can bring about delays, challenges, and lessons that one has to learn before 
stepping into a marriage or a marital union.
When Saturn enters the seventh house in Kundali which governs marriage and 
partnerships or when Saturn forms conjunctions with the Venus for males and Jupiter for 
females as they are the symbolic of marriage it can indicate delays or difficulties in finding 
a suitable life partner or in the process of getting married.
The effect and influence of Saturn Grahas tends to bring seriousness and practicality into 
relationships. That means, it sometimes leads native to prioritise career, stability, or 
personal growth over immediate marriage.
Additionally, Saturn’s placement in certain houses or its aspect on other marriage-related 
planets can signify the need for patience, perseverance, and maturity before entering into 
a lifelong commitment.
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Which Kundali Dosha Causes Delay in Marriage?

Mangal Dosha or Kuja Dosha is one of the prominent Kundali Doshas which lead to marriage 
delay for native. If your Kundali shows Mangal Dosha then the influence of said Dosha will 
create obstacles in finding suitable matches for marriage or marriage will delay for different 
reasons.
Basically, Mangal Dosha occurs when the planet Mars (Mangal) is positioned in certain houses 
notably the first, fourth, seventh, eighth, or twelfth houses within the Kundali of a native. When 
Mars is placed in these specific houses, it is believed to exert its assertive energy in a complex 
manner which potentially causes obstacles and delays in matters related to marriage. Mangal 
Dosha is particularly significant when present in the seventh house as it governs marriage in 
particular and with this Dosha, you can expect certain delays, disagreements, or challenges in 
finding a suitable life partner or in the process of getting married.
Natives whose Kundali shows the presence of Mangal are often advised to seek astrological 
remedies and specific precautions to eliminate the Dosha effects and enhance marital 
prospects. Remedies for Mangal Dosha may include performing specific rituals like wearing 
gemstones which are associated with Mars (such as red coral), fasting on Tuesdays as the day 
ruled by Mars, and marrying someone who also has Mangal Dosha, as it is believed to cancel 
out the negative effects.
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Knowing Various Astrological Remedies & Solution for Delay in Marriage –

As above we have discussed various reasons that cause delay in marriage as per Vedic astrology. 
Now, it’s time to address the steps that you might take for eliminating the marriage delays related to 
Kundali Doshas and Yogas. Guided by qualified marriage astrology expert astrologers, we are 
sharing few proven astrological remedies and solutions to help you with delay marriage issues –

● First and the most important solution for delay marriage Yoga in Kundali is to consider 
consultation with an experienced astrologer who will provide you with the true and logical 
insights into the specific astrological factors contributing to the delay in your specific Kundali.

● Second thing is to follow the given or advised remedies for marriage delay by the astrologer. 
These astrological rituals and remedies are often aimed at appeasing malefic planetary 
influences and enhance benefic energies associated with marriage.

● Chanting mantras which are dedicated to benefic planets related to marriage like Venus and 
Jupiter is another good and proven remedy to enhance your marriage prospects.

● Wearing gemstones recommended by the astrologer is another recommended solution for delay 
in marriage that you must try. Gemstone wearing as advised by the astrologer is a way to 
strengthen favourable planetary influences and eliminate negative influences.

● Apart from other astrological remedies for marriage concern, we suggest you read your daily 
horoscopefor adequate guidance on auspicious to get report for timing of marriage-related 
endeavours and stay optimistic on this matter.
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Follow the Powerful Mantra for Delay in Marriage –

As part of remedies of delay in marriage, we suggested chanting mantras, but which Mantra is the 
most powerful and effective to eliminate the planetary influences causing delay in marriage. Well, for 
this purpose. You should daily chant mantras dedicated to Goddess Katyayani as it can help alleviate 
delays and obstacles in marriage. One powerful mantra often recommended for this purpose is the 
“Katyayani Mantra.”
Here is the Katyayani Mantra for your consideration of regular chanting.
कात्यायनी महामाये , महायोगन्यधीश्वरी।
नन्दगोपसुतं देवी, पत मे कुरु त ेनमः।।
This mantra is not only revered for its ability to overcome physical ailments and dispel fear of death 
but also for its potency in removing obstacles and promoting overall well-being along with marital 
harmony.
Conclusion –
Thus we can clearly see there are several planetary effects that play their part to cause delay in 
marriage. As your Kundali underlines the cause of delay, the provided remedies can definitely help in 
eliminating the negative effects. Consult with a good marriage astrology expert and get your Kundali 
Consultation right away.
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